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 Today’s gospel offers us a brief snippet from a much longer section of the 13th chapter of 

Mark’s gospel in which Jesus addresses the disciples’ fears about the end of the world.  Near the end 

what we just heard, Jesus said, “When you hear of wars and rumors of wars, do not be alarmed; this must 

take place, but the end is still to come.  For nation will rise up against nation and kingdom against kingdom.” 

 The horrific actions on Friday of this week in Paris, France, were only one more reminder that 

kingdoms do indeed rise up against kingdoms.  And dreadful news of the horror of the modern wars 

of terrorism is evidence that, just like the first century, our world today is still not a safe place in 

which to live. 

 Lynn and I were in New York City this week and the tragic events in Paris brought New 

Yorkers vivid memories of the devastation they experienced on 9/11 and the sense of personal 

insecurity that went with it. 

 Oddly enough, this comes during the week in which we have just celebrated Veterans Day and 

those who wear the uniform of our country’s Armed Services. Veterans Day was originally Armistice 

Day, commemorating the close of World War I, which ironically came to be called “The War to End All 

Wars.’   But that obviously proved not to be the case. 
 

 The lectionary, the readings chosen for these last few Sundays of the Church Year and for the 

first Sunday in Advent, often include apocalyptic visions that seek to foretell the cataclysmic events 

thought to precede the end of time. The word ‘apocalyptic’ simply means ‘revelation.’  Apocalyptic 

writings (like Daniel and the Book of Revelations) concern themselves with the end of time and 

describe events which the authors felt revealed what would happen in the very near future.  

Apocalyptic writings spoke to people who understood themselves to be living in times of great crisis 

with their world ruled by seemingly invincible foreign powers. 
 

 In the middle of the first century A.D., when Mark was putting together his gospel, the Early 

Church was faced with persecution by the Emperor Nero. We don’t know the precise date of the 

writing of this gospel, but in the late 60’s of the first century the Jews of Jerusalem had revolted 

against Rome, only to have the Roman armies destroy the Jewish temple, literally dismantling the 

entire city and breaking down every building and wall.   Mark apparently compiled his gospel 

during this chaotic time or just after the destruction of Jerusalem and its temple.  And in the chapter 

from which we read this morning, Jesus, like the prophets before him, grieves over Jerusalem and 

speaks of the chaos that he sees for his generation of Jews.   

As we heard last Sunday, Jesus was on the temple grounds and had just observed the gift by a 

poor widow.  Jesus did not make his observation as an example a good stewardship sermon.  No, 

Jesus viewed the temple authorities as powerful, corrupt men who received monies from the poor, 

but did nothing to protect them.   

Immediately following his reference to this widow’s giving of her last two coins, one of the 

disciples admires the large stones and the impressive national cathedral.  To which Jesus replies, “Do 

you see these great buildings? Not one stone will be left here upon another; all will be thrown down.”  Mark 

goes on to say that Jesus then continued the conversation with his closest followers as they sit on the 

hillside overlooking the temple.   “When will this be, and what will be the signs that this is about to take 

place?” they ask.   
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 Jesus, to my way of thinking, was a creature of his times and he spoke out of the thought 

patterns of his day.  Nothing quoted in the gospels would indicate that the coming Kingdom of God 

and any end-event were viewed by him as part of a far distant future.  No, I think Jesus assumed that 

these things would take place very soon.   But Jesus does not say when this will happen; rather he 

tells his disciples how he expects them to live in crisis times.  Do not be alarmed; be vigilant, 

watchful, awake.   
 

 Mark and his early church during those dreadful days must have wondered if the world was 

about to end.  But, obviously it didn’t.  And ever since, people in every century have tried to match 

and identify events in their time with these so-called signs of the end.  Secular writers as well as 

religious fundamentalists of every persuasion from the authors of the Left Behind books to the 

Islamic extremists, offer scenarios that link our days with the end of days.  But Jesus would not have 

us focus on a specific date and time.  Instead, his instructions were to not be alarmed, to fear not, for 

God is in charge.  Our task is not to be fearful, but alert, attentive to God’s action and God’s will. 
  

What is Jesus’ message to a fearful world of 2015?   First, fear not; leave the outcomes to God.   

And secondly, do not be immobilized; instead do what you can do.  Fearful times make for fearful 

people.  But such crises are also opportunities for those who live by faith to look at our world in new 

ways.  Hard times can create more than just anxious people; they can also help us to see other 

people’s needs more clearly and thus create in ourselves a greater motivation to share with a world in 

need.  Fear not; leave the outcome to God; and rather that finding oneself immobilized, instead do 

what you can do.  When faced with struggles against impossible odds, what does our faith ask from 

us?  Accept that which you cannot change.  Change what you can.  And then leave the rest to God. 
 

 Over the years, I have been privileged to be with people when they received a diagnosis of 

terminal disease.  And often their first response is one of denial.  “This can’t be; I won’t accept it.”  

But beyond that comes the exploration of what can be done and what needs to be done.  When one 

faces impossible odds, we still must do what we can do, and as we recognized what is beyond our 

power to change, we leave that to God.    

Likewise, when we face the trials and tribulations of seemingly endless war, when we confront 

a militant hatred that seems to have no end, we have to leave the outcome to God, while at the same 

time attempting to do what we can do. So first to pray for guidance for those who must make difficult 

decisions that send men and women into battle; then work to see that all those who suffer from the 

effects of war are given full and effective services and treatment; and finally give our hopes and fears 

over to God, knowing that it is God’s  presence that will prove sufficient to sustain us and those we 

love.  
 

An interesting parallel to the fears over seemingly endless violence in the current clash of 

civilizations might be seen in the menacing reality of worldwide poverty or the predictions of global 

disruptions due to the effects of human-induced climate change.  When faced with the overwhelming 

statistics of global hunger or the prospect of rising sea levels, it’s tempting just to close our eyes and 

pretend that such terrors do not exist.  Or perhaps, even when one accepts the reality, the enormity of 

the problem is almost paralyzing.  So how do we struggle against such calamities?  In one sense, we 

have to leave the outcome to God, but then we must commit ourselves to doing what we can do.   
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 A few years ago, I came across a version of the Nicene Creed that was created by the Anglican 

Church of South Africa that had suffered through many difficult years.  Listen to some of its words 

and the confidence and the faith it places - not only in God’s love - but in our participation with God 

in a world in need. 
 

We believe in God who created human beings to live life in all its fullness. 

We believe that all people have the breath of God in them and therefore have a God-given dignity that 

must be respected and affirmed. 

We believe that people living in poverty are a denial of who God is. 
 

 We believe in Jesus who put the poor, the children, the women and the marginalized at the center of his 

concern and compassion, thereby redeeming them from the crosses they face each day.  

  We believe that Jesus preached a Gospel of good news to the poor, and that when we feed the hungry, 

clothe the naked, and visit those in prison we are doing it unto Jesus. 
 

  We believe in the Holy Spirit, who empowers us to believe that poverty will be overcome. We believe in a 

spirit of sharing and compassion. We believe that the Church is the hands, feet, ears and eyes of Jesus, and that 

even as a wounded Body we are called to bring healing and wholeness to God's wounded and broken world. 

We believe that poverty is the greatest challenge towards us becoming one with Christ   and one with 

each other.  [And lastly] We believe in the vision of the kingdom of God where there is no distinction between 

people, and where we shall all be one in Christ. We believe in working for this kingdom now and living that 

kingdom now.”    
  

 To me, Jesus’ admonition to his first followers that when they hear of wars or rumors or wars, 

“Do not be alarmed,” speaks clearly and directly to our world today. 

 We are not to go along with fearful responses from pulpits or politicians to what might be 

perceived as frightening and world-altering events, whether they be terrorist attacks, or super storms, 

or the reality of hunger and poverty around our world.    

Instead of being fearful, we must be alert and vigilant, awake and watchful.  And while we 

rely fully on God, we are also called to care for our neighbors as well as ourselves.  For we are to be 

the people of God who are about God’s business in this world, right here, right now. 

 This is no time for fear. And as Jesus calls us to be unafraid, he also compels us to confront the 

hatreds, the suspicions, the demonization of the other, the foreigner, the migrant.  For now more than 

ever, people need to hear the good news of God’s love for all human beings.  And they need to know 

that communities of faith exist where all are welcomed, where all can come just as they are. 
 

Let me close with a prayer that I have frequently turned to when life is most troubling and fears come 

easily. 
 

     “God of Peace, let us, your people, know 

that at the heart of turbulence 

there is an inner calm that comes from you. 
 

      Keep us from be content with things as they are,  

that from this central peace there may come creative compassion,  

a thirst for justice, and a willingness to give ourselves  

in the Spirit of Christ.”    

Amen 

 


